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Grigor and the bee
Juan Kruz Igerabide
Ilustrations: Concetta Probanza
~ Stories for children: 8 to 12 years old ~ Colored illustrations ~
~ Softcover ~ 17 x 24 cm. ~ 124 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: friendship, solidarity, adults-children relationship.

V
Grigor, like all children, explores the world.
He will discover the treasures of life; friendship, commitment, joy,
sharing, love… He finds great friends in his adventures, but above all, his
faithful bee accompanies him in the four fun stories of this book:
A day in the park
A night in the zoo
A stay in the hospital
Holidays on the farm

Grigor and his inseparable bee
explore the world and see the things
adults can’t see anymore.
Juan Kruz Igerabide (Aduna, 1956). After being a primary and secondary school teacher he joined The University
of The Basque Country in the Basque Filology Department.
Most of his work is directed to youth readears although he
has also published poetry and prose works, for adults.

Concetta Probanza (Urretxu, 1969). In the year 1998 she started
designing illustrations for books and discs.
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The true story of the lying shepherd
Seve Calleja & Belén Lucas (Ilust.)

S e v e C a l l ej a & B e l é n L u c a s

~ Children’s album: mor than 3 years old ~
~ Hardcover ~ 24 x 20,40 cm. ~ 28 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: critique behaviour, friendship, solidarity.
ALBERDANIA

V
The reinterpretation of the old story of the shepherd who would shout
once and once again “The wolf is coming! The wolf is coming!” until none
of his neighbours would believe when finally the wolf came. In this tale we
will find out which was his real story because things are not always what
they seem, not even the wolf.

What if the wolf
could be our friend?

Seve Calleja (Zamora, 1953).
Literature and language teacher in Bilbao.
He has mostly worked in children’s and youth literature as a
writer, researcher and literary critic.
Belén Lucas (Bilbao).
Draftswoman and illustrator. She has published her works along with
the texts of many prestigious writers in Madrid, Barcelona and many
publishing houses of the Basque Country.
She has illustrated and published more than 60 books and has been
awarded many times.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages, except Spanish.
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The flea
Juan Kruz Igerabide & Belén Lucas (Ilust.)
JUAN KRUZ IGERABIDE ~ BELÉN LUCAS

~ Children’s album: mor than 3 years old ~
~ Hardcover ~ 23 x 30 cm. ~ 28 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: friendship, freedom, the importance of thinking.

V
A little girl finds out a flea on the bald head of her grandfather, when she
soows it away she will discover that the flea can talk.

ALBERDANIA

The flea will tell its new friend how its head got so big when it
settled on his grandfather’s bald head as he wouldn’t stop thinking.
Afterwards the flea settled on the television and the size of the head
shrank… it was now afraid of losing its head.

Will the same thing happen to the grandfather?
Will his head shrink
if he watches TV for a long time?
Juan Kruz Igerabide (Aduna, 1956). After being a primary and secondary school teacher he joined The University
of The Basque Country in the Basque Filology Department.
Most of his work is directed to youth readears although he
has also published poetry and prose works, for adults.
Belén Lucas (Bilbao).
Draftswoman and illustrator. She has published her works along with
the texts of many prestigious writers in Madrid, Barcelona and many
publishing houses of the Basque Country.
She has illustrated and published more than 60 books and has been
awarded many times.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages, except Spanish.
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Two enigmas, one answer
Patxi Zubizarreta
~ Tales for young people: mor than 12 years old ~
~ Softcover ~ 13,50 x 21,50 cm. ~ 86 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: mystery, adventure, intrigue.

V
Two mysterious tales are gathered in this book: The mystery of the snake
woman takes us to the past history of the Basque Country and to Myanmar
with the guiding thread of friendship and love.
The enigma of Jentzi, however will show us India and Himalaya
throughout aventures and melancholy.
The asnwers must be found by oneself though... Nevertheless after
reading this two stories, especially in the right time, the young reader will
feel just as how you feel after a long journey; different, fortified, flexible.

There are just some precious years to read
a book like this, as in the adolescence
the reader is more open and closer to discover
such thingslike the charm of life,
adventures and mysteries.
Patxi Zubizarreta (Ordizia 1964)
After being a teacher for some time, he immerse himself
into literature in the year 1991. He’s got a long biography
in many different genres. He has been recognized with the
Euskadi Literature Award, twice and two of his books were
in honoured list of the IBBY.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages, except Spanish (Alfaguara)

and Catalan (Alfaguara).
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Bitter and sweet
Patxi Zubizarreta
~ Novel for young people: mor than 14 years old ~
~ 13,50 x 21,50 cm. ~ 146 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: migration, xenophobia, solidarity, first love,

struggle for a better personal future.

V
It is the 90’s decade. As many Maghrebian Selim leaves Morocco and
goes to the blinding city of Paris. There is his Mecca.
as gall.

During his journey he will taste honey and live experiences as bitter

Esther, the girl from Vitoria-Gasteiz, will bring the sweet flavour of
honey, and the cruel reality of the Western World will be the bitter part.
Three voices to tell Selim’s story; his own voice, Esther’s and the
one of a “mugalari” a man who would help cross the Basque-French border
clandestinely at that time.

30.000 copies sold.
A youthful longseller
in Basque language.
Patxi Zubizarreta (Ordizia 1964)
After being a teacher for some time, he immerse himself
into literature in the year 1991. He’s got a long biography
in many different genres. He has been recognized with the
Euskadi Literature Award, twice and two of his books were
in honoured list of the IBBY.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages, except Galician (Xerais)

and Spanish (Alberdania).
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The world we carry in the heart
Maite Darceles
~ Novel ~ 230 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: rebellion against the “happy world”,

the importance of memory, searching for authenticity.

V
The first half of the XXI century has passed. Lorea, the main
character, can clearly see where her world is going; to a perfect and rounded
off world.
In the path of perfection, memory can become a burden, the
millstone of past dreams and even current dreams?
Youth implies curiosity and Lorea will satisfy hers along with an old
courageous man as the critic voice the establishment would like to silences,
pops up in her.

The world we carry on in our heart
is not perfect. There is no perfect life.
Is there is anything perfect it is not alive.

Maite Darceles (Hondarribia 1971)
Is Graduate in Business and Economic. She works as a counsellor
in business and employment. This is her first novel.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages
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The pale skin of dreams
Joseba Lozano
~ Novel ~ 308 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: historic novel and thriller, secret establishments,

spiritualism, hysteria, hypnosis, drugs, religion, love.

V
France 1871. The Paris Commune is settled.
The Government’s army is determined to put an end to the
Commune. In that rough atmosphere some bodies are found in the streets
of Paris; the skin has been pulled off and the blood has been taken away.
The Government of the Commune has chosen the scientist Sophie
Blanchet to investigate those scary murders. There are two men at her
orders: Fabian a young revolutionary man; and Leo, a man who after
spending ten years in an Polynesian jail, works for the Commune.

Historic novel and thriller combined
in a trembling full of barricades in Paris.
The “City of Lights” lives in the shadows.

Joseba Lozano (Vitoria-Gasteiz, 1962)
Bachelor of Basque and Hispanic Philology, he has worked
in the Basque Government since 1990. He has obtained
several narrative awards. He has published two novels,
always in line with the mystery novel and the thriller.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages
ALBERDANIA
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Flawless happiness
Anjel Lertxundi
~ Novel ~ 184 pages ~

KEY TOPICS: terrorisim, adolescence, ethics, social hypocrisy,

family words.

V
A sixteen year old girl has witness a terrorist attack.
She tells us about the next twenty four hours, what is going on in her
mind, her thoughts and fractures.

Moral novel, placed in the tradition
that Camus, Sciascia or Dürrenmatt worked.
Written by a writer who doesn’t want
to separate ethic from aesthetic.
Anjel Lertxundi (Orio, 1948)
He published his first book in 1970.
Since then he has published
many novels and tales. He has also
published books for children and
young has written many articles and
essays and has directed two films. In
the years 1983 and 1991 was awarded with the National Critic Award.
In 1999 he got the Basque Literature
Award and in the 2010 the National
Essay Award.
His literary career has been
recognized by the Rosalía de Castro
Award.
RIGHTS AVAILABLE for all languages, except Spanish (Alberdania)
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